25 March 2020

Dear Parents / Guardians

Combined Primary Schools Band Program

Temporary pause of school based learning

I am writing as I have been directed by Jodee Wilson, Deputy Secretary Support and Development, Department of Education that the Combined Primary Schools Band Program is to pause its operation immediately pending further health advice.

The Instrumental Team are currently organising online learning resources for all the students involved. Instrumental staff will be using the time they would otherwise be teaching preparing these online resources as well as making audio and video instruction recordings of individual student band parts and exercises to be used as a learning tool for all students involved.

I want to assure you that individual learning can continue successfully at home. Students can continue their learning by doing their practicing at home but they are not allowed to play in groups.

I would like to thank you all for your wonderful and continued support of the Combined Primary Schools Band Program especially during the challenging times we are currently facing. We look forward to being able to come together again in the future to continue our social interaction and performing together with fun and joy.

Thank you all so much for your understanding.

Kind regards

Rob Greenwood
Senior Music Programs Officer

rob.greenwood@education.tas.gov.au